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Power and Water at Risk

A

our
demand for electricity is colliding with
our need for healthy and abundant
freshwater. Our electricity system’s dependence on water runs deep: water’s role in
hydropower, and the risks to hydroelectric
generation when water is unavailable, are
clear, but large steam-generating power plants
(particularly the fossil-fuel- and nuclear-powered plants that produce the lion’s share of our

electricity)1 also rely—often very heavily—on
water for cooling purposes.
Water resources, however, are under
increasing pressure and, in some instances,
have been unable to meet power plant cooling needs. As our demand for electricity
continues to rise, the water dependence of
many power plants puts the electricity sector,
water resources, and other water users at
growing risk.

requires the single
largest share of U.S. freshwater withdrawals:
41 percent.2 This water dependence threatens
both the availability and the quality of our
water resources. Power plant water withdrawals and related water consumption3,4 can have
significant impacts on local water availability
for other users and for aquatic ecosystems.*
Withdrawals can also harm wildlife such as
fish, turtles, and other aquatic species that are
sucked into or trapped by intake mechanisms.
As for water quality, coal and nuclear plants
discharge water in the summer at an average
temperature 17°F warmer than when it entered
the plant.5 This warmer water can harm wildlife,
as can chemicals such as chlorine, bromine,
and biocides that may be introduced into the
water during plant operations.6
The water use habits of power plants
pose risks, not only to the water sources and
to other users, but also to the power plants
themselves. When adequate cooling water is
not available to fossil fuel, nuclear, and other
steam-generating plants due, for example, to
prolonged drought or high water temperatures
caused by a heat wave, the plants have to cut
back power production or even shut down.
Hydropower facilities face the same fate when
water levels drop too low for power production. Even when power plants get the water
they need in times of water stress or scarcity,
their continued operation may come at a cost
to others who rely on the same water.
The potential for this kind of collision between water users will grow wherever the demand for both energy and water

increases—and will be exacerbated in some
regions by global warming. This is no futuristic scenario—these risks exist across the
country, collisions are happening now, and
the impacts are being felt by the power sector,
its customers, and other water users.

cross the United States,
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Cooling power plants

*

When adequate cooling water
is not available, plants have to
cut back or even shut down.
The Threat in Your Backyard
On the following pages we describe characteristic ways in which energy-water collisions
occur in each region of the country. We
also highlight power companies and energy
developers making choices that reduce water
dependencies—and thus, water-related risks
and impacts. By embracing lower-water technologies such as air cooling for power plants,
or no-water options such as wind farms and
energy efficiency,7 these companies are reducing their water-related impacts while avoiding
or minimizing the risk of costly water-related
power disruptions.
The U.S. electric sector’s heavy water
dependence represents an opportunity.
Smarter energy decisions can greatly reduce
the pressure that our demand for electricity
places on increasingly stressed water resources,
and help us improve the resilience of our electricity infrastructure.

F or an explanation of power plant water use, see the fully
referenced version at www.ucsusa.org/energy-water.

Water Dependencies: Risk Taking, Impacts, and
Risk Reduction across Regions
Unruly rivers defy management.

Northwest
Risky business. The Northwest relies

on hydropower for over 60 percent of its
electricity generation. 8 While hydropower
is renewable, it depends on abundant
flows in dammed rivers. Trends suggest
that seasonal runoff patterns are shifting
earlier and becoming more erratic: high
spring flows are coming earlier in many
rivers, while periods of low summer flow
are starting earlier and lasting longer.9 By
mid-century, global warming is expected
to worsen periods of low streamflow
by reducing snowpack and runoff.10,11 This
could spell trouble for many large hydropower facilities,12 users of that electricity,
and coldwater fish and other species that
depend on seasonal flows for survival.13

Great Plains
A matter of time. The high-stakes

competition for access to groundwater
among power plants and other Great
Plains water users is intensifying even as
the resource is being depleted. Today’s
groundwater use—17 billion gallons
pumped each day from the High Plains
Aquifer16—is unsustainable: the aquifer
is being depleted at a rate that will take
centuries to reverse.17 As cities grow and
temperatures rise (between 1° and 6°F
by mid-century18), demand for both water
and energy in the region may increase.

Low snowpack in the Columbia and
Snake River Basins in the winter of
2009–2010 is followed by unusually
heavy rains in spring. As a result, the
timing of peak streamflow is well out
of line with projections, straining
hydropower generation, power price
setting, and fisheries management.14

Lake Mead water drops, power follows.
Lower water levels in Lake Mead caused by
declining input from the Colorado River
reduce Hoover Dam’s 2010 output to 80 percent of full production.27,28

Solar goes dry.
In 2010, BrightSource Energy chooses dry cooling
for its 370 mw Ivanpah concentrating solar power
(CSP) plant in California’s Mohave Desert. While
desert development requires avoidance or careful
mitigation of all ecosystem impacts, Ivanpah will
consume 90 percent less water per unit of electricity than typical wet-cooled CSP facilities.29

Mohave plant goes dark.
In December 2005, Southern California Edison shutters its 1,580 mw
Mohave coal plant in Laughlin, NV,
due to lawsuits and disputes over its
aquifer use and pollution.30,31,32,33

Southwest
Little to go around. In the coun-

Colorado says no to coal.

try’s most arid region, water supplies are
stretched thin to meet competing, and
often increasing, demands from power
plants, cities, farmers, and ecosystems. The
region is also home to significant hydropower facilities, whose output is greatly
affected by the height of the reservoirs
from which they draw water (see p. 5).
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In 2010, Colorado’s Clean Air-Clean Jobs Act mandates
the retirement of more than 900 mw of coal plants (such
as Denver’s Cherokee plant), converting them to natural gas, or meeting demand with energy efficiency or
renewable energy. The Governor’s Energy Office touts the
potential water benefits—an annual water savings roughly
equivalent to the volume used by 50,000 people.34
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Wind sweeps the Northwest.

An Iowa harvest without water.

With over 4,000 mw of wind farms between
them, Washington State and Oregon have
the fifth- and sixth-highest levels of wind
power capacity in the United States.15 Wind
farms use no water in generating electricity.

With almost 3,700 mw of wind
power capacity in 2010, Iowa ranks
second only to Texas.45

Thirsty plant taps crop water.
During an extended drought in 2007 and 2008,
the 1,650 mw coal-fired Laramie River Station
in Wheatland, WY, risks running out of cooling
water and turns to the High Plains Aquifer and the
Wheatland Irrigation District to meet its multibillion-gallon cooling needs. Only by drawing on
sources that typically serve irrigation needs does the
plant avert impacts to its power production.19,20,21

Too hot for nuclear power.
During a 2006 heat wave, while electricity demand breaks records across
the nation, high water temperatures
force four nuclear plants in the Midwest to reduce their output when
it is needed most. At the two-unit
Prairie Island, MN, nuclear plant,
for example, Mississippi River water
is too hot to be used for cooling,
forcing the plant to reduce output by
more than 50 percent.46,47

Even the wind is big in Texas.

Waste not, want not.

The largest U.S. wind facility, the 780 mw
Roscoe Wind Farm in Roscoe, TX, goes
on-line in 2009.25 By 2010 the state has more
than 10,000 mw of installed wind capacity,
much of it in arid central Texas.26

In 2006, Harrington Station, a 1,080 mw
coal plant, turns to treated wastewater
from Amarillo, TX, to meet its cooling
needs, saving valuable freshwater.22,23,24
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Water woes beleaguer troubled plant.
Boston takes the heat.

As of 2011, Entergy Corporation continues
to struggle to win a 20-year license extension for its Vermont Yankee nuclear plant in
Vernon, VT, as water-related demands for
its closure grow.37 Collapsed cooling towers,
radioactive water leaks, and discharge of
heated water with an expired permit put its
continued operation in jeopardy.38,39,40

The Kendall Station
natural gas plant in Cambridge, MA, which formerly dumped 70 million
gallons of heated water
into the Charles River
every day, agrees in 2011
to sell its excess heat to the
city of Boston instead, cutting its hot water discharge
by 95 percent, creating a
new source of income, and
providing heat to Boston
buildings without additional combustion.41

Power company gets proactive.
In 1998, American National Power voluntarily installs a dry-cooling system on
its new natural-gas-fired Lake Road plant
in Dayville, CT, cutting projected water
consumption by 70 percent.42

Oyster Creek opts for shutdown.
Water-free energy in Tennessee.
Completed in 2004, the Tennessee
Valley Authority’s 29 mw Buffalo
Mountain wind project near Oak
Ridge, TN, becomes the Southeast’s first large-scale wind farm.52

Exelon Corporation, the owner
of the 619 mw Oyster Creek
nuclear power plant in Lacey, NJ,
announces in 2010 that it will
shut down the plant rather than
build cooling towers to reduce the
impacts of its 1.4-billion-gallon
daily water withdrawal habit.43

Browns Ferry suffers prolonged exposure.
In the summer of 2010, amid high heat and energy
demand, Tennessee River water temperatures rise
above 90°F, forcing the Browns Ferry nuclear plant
in Athens, AL, to drastically cut its output for
nearly five consecutive weeks.53,54,55,56

Northeast
A fork in the river. Nearly 70 percent

of electricity generated in the Northeast
comes from coal and nuclear plants—
many of which rely on once-through
cooling using water from rivers or the
ocean.35 This densely populated region’s
water resources have been stressed by
decades of pollution and development,
and electricity generation is projected to
grow more than 25 percent by 2035.36 How
and where that power is produced could
have major implications for regional water
supplies and ecosystems.

Midwest
Looming deficits. In a typical

summer, the Midwest experiences high
temperatures and extended heat waves,
driving increased demand for water
and electricity—including the water
needed to generate electricity. The region
relies heavily on water-intensive coal
and nuclear plants to provide power, but
growth in population, electricity generation, and agricultural demand are taxing
water resources.44 When water is scarce, the
region’s electric sector and those dependent on it face serious risks.

Southeast
Heated debate. Water supplies in

the Southeast are periodically crippled by
drought and have become the subject of
legal and political battles between states.48
Adding to this is the water-use habit of
the region’s power sector: fully two-thirds
of water taken from freshwater bodies
in the region goes toward cooling the
region’s power plants.49,50 This dependence
can force plants to curtail production or
shut down completely if conditions prevent
them from using the cooling water they
need51 (see p. 5).

Georgia plant stops gulping, starts sipping.
By switching in 2007 from once-through cooling
to cooling towers, the 1,250 mw coal-fired Plant
Yates,57 which previously withdrew more water per
day from the Chattahoochee River than that used
by all of metropolitan Atlanta, cuts its withdrawals
by 93 percent.58

risk taking and Impacts
risk reduction
water-smart energy
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Power Plant Cooling Technologies

Spotlight on Key Regions

In steam-generating power plants, mechanisms are needed to cool
the steam exiting a turbine.68,69 The typical options are:
Once-through systems, which take water from nearby bodies
of water, circulate it through pipes to absorb heat from the steam,
and discharge it back to the source at a higher temperature.70

Though the energy-water collision is affecting power
plants across the country, the problem is most visible
in the Southwest and Southeast.

Recirculating or closed-loop systems, which reuse cooling water
rather than immediately releasing it back to the source. Such
systems withdraw comparatively small amounts of water but lose
most of it to evaporation.71
Dry-cooling systems, which use air instead of water. Dry-cooled systems can decrease a power plant’s water needs by up to 90 percent,
but these systems cost more and make the plant less efficient.72

The Southwest
have recently had record-low water
levels,62,63 causing some to substantially
reduce their output.
Over the past 10 years, the
Southwest’s population has grown
almost 20 percent (twice the national
rate) and is expected to double by
2030,64 placing tremendous strain on
the Colorado and other rivers. In
recent years, Tucson, AZ—one of
a number of rapidly growing cities
that depend almost exclusively on
Colorado River water—has been
forced during extended drought and
record-breaking heat to revert to
supplemental (and unsustainable)
groundwater pumping in order to
meet municipal water needs.65 Power
demand is likewise expected to
grow: almost 30 percent by 2030.66
In the absence of water-wise energy
decisions, the power sector’s water
use will grow as well, increasing the
burden on this stressed resource.
SandiaLabs

The U.S. Southwest is one of the
world’s drier regions. Most of
its surface water accumulates as
snow during the winter, melting
into streamflow in the spring and
summer. Water stored in enormous
reservoirs and pumped from underground aquifers is the region’s lifeblood. Droughts, already common,
are projected to grow more severe in
the region due to global warming.59
Within this context, the region’s
power supply has been developed
with comparatively greater attention paid to water use than in other
regions. On balance, Southwest
power plants—largely coal-fired60 —
use less water for cooling than
those in other regions.61 Nonetheless,
water use continues to be a factor
in power plant siting and operation.
Large hydroelectric facilities including the Hoover and Glen Canyon
Dams depend on reservoirs that
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In the Southwest, where surface
water resources are stretched thin,
there is little available to meet growing demand, including new power
sector needs. Even without factoring in the exacerbating role of climate change, water supply conflicts
involving several major Southwest
cities—including Denver, Albuquerque (pictured here), Las Vegas, and
Salt Lake City—are considered highly likely by 2025. 67
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The Southeast
The Southeast’s power plant fleet
is dominated by coal and nuclear
plants, almost half of which are
older facilities that use once-through
cooling and withdraw two orders of
magnitude more water than their
newer counterparts (see figure, p. 6). 73
When the required volumes of cooling water cannot be withdrawn from
lakes and rivers (e.g., during drought
or extended heat), such waterintensive power plants can become
unreliable. Water levels can become
too low for withdrawal, the water can
become too warm to cool the plant,
or the water that is returned can
become so warm that it harms the
ecosystem (e.g., by killing fish). These
constraints can force plants to reduce
their output or shut down altogether.
Hot, dry conditions, reduced
streamflows, and warm river temperatures are a feature of many Southeast
summers.74 When these conditions
occur, people often respond by using
more water (e.g., for watering lawns)
and electricity (e.g., for air conditioning), which requires more cooling
water at the power plant, increasing
stress on local water supplies.

other 5%

public
supply
14%
irrigation
9%

Looking Ahead

thermoelectric

66%

Southeastern U.S.
freshwater withdrawals
Power plants account for
two-thirds of all Southeast
freshwater withdrawals.75

The region’s population is projected
to grow 40 percent by 2030, and its
conventional power plant capacity is
projected to rise almost 20 percent.76,77

In the absence of waterwise energy decisions,
the power sector’s water
use will grow.

Over many decades, we have built
an electricity system that is highly
water-dependent, posing risks to
itself and other water users. These
risks may grow considerably over
the coming years, in proportion to
increasing power demand in some
regions, mounting water stresses
around the nation, and, in many
places, continuing changes in
climate. Though global warming
may lead to more abundant water
in some parts of the country (at least
temporarily), in many other areas
it is expected to increase climate
extremes including drought and heat
waves, exacerbating the energy-water
collision.82
Water-smart energy choices
would reduce the electricity sector’s
drain on water resources and the associated risks. Some power companies
are making retrofits to existing plants
or changes in plant designs that lower
water use—either voluntarily or at
the behest of state regulators. In other
cases, power plant proposals are being
denied, or existing plants are facing
the prospect of closure, due to their
water-related impacts.83

Water-smart energy
choices would reduce the
electricity sector’s drain
on water resources and
the associated risks.
A more forward-looking
approach to this problem, already
being employed by leading developers
and utilities, involves using low- or
no-water technology for producing electricity, or meeting electricity
demand through energy efficiency. In
many cases, these technologies also
address other issues, such as the need
to reduce heat-trapping emissions and
other pollutants. Examples of lowwater and low-carbon options include
wind, solar photovoltaic, some types
of concentrating solar, certain drycooled steam-based plants, and a
range of efficiency approaches.
The choice is simple: continue
with business as usual and hope we
avoid energy-water collisions (and the
costs associated with them), or build
a water-smart energy system that can
provide us with energy security while
protecting our precious water supplies.
Duke Energy

industrial 6%

With current patterns of use, more
people and more power mean greater
demands on water supply, in a region
where access to water is already highly
contentious.78,79 In a similar time frame,
both extreme heat and the severity
of summer drought are expected to
increase.80 This means that even if the
Southeast could meet its increased
energy demand through greater energy
efficiency, energy-water crises could still
increase in frequency.81

Wind farms
and some other
renewable energy
technologies offer
ready options
for generating
electricity with little
or no water.

The Union of Concerned Scientists is the leading science-based nonprofit working for a healthy environment and a safer world.

This fact sheet, which draws from a growing body of research, is part of our Energy and Water Collision series that explores the
ways in which energy choices affect water resources in the United States, and how these will change in the face of global warming.
To download a fully referenced version, visit the UCS website at www.ucsusa.org/energy-water.
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